Fleece Rings
How To:
Use a shower curtain ring or a milk carton ring.
Cut 20 strips of fleece, 5-6 inches long, 1/4 to 1/2 inch wide.
Knot each strip around the ring in a double knot.
Keep tying fleece strips until the ring is full of fleece.

Paper Towel Rolls
How To:
Cut a paper towel roll or toilet paper roll so the height is 1 1/2 inches.
Glue small, colored feathers to the roll with Elmer’s School Glue, or other non-toxic, kid-friendly glue.

Cupcake Wrappers
How To:
Simply take an empty cupcake wrapper and glue small, colored feathers to the bottom with non-toxic
glue.
No foil wrappers!

Fuzzy Fleece Ties
How To (Braided):
Cut 3 strips of fleece, 6 to 8 inches long, 1 inch wide.
Tie a knot at the end.
Braid like you would hair then tie a knot at the end.
How To (Knotted):
Cut 2 strips of fleece, 6 to 8 inches long, 1 inch wide.
Tie the strips together in the center to make an X.

Felt Feathers
How To:
Using the templates, cut out two feathers from different colors of felt.
Cut a piece of yarn, about a foot long.
At the end of each feather, cut a small slit big enough to pull the yarn through.
Pull the yarn through each feather and knot the yarn so the feathers are secure.
Optional: when you tie the knot, add a jingle bell.

Felt Feather Templates

Spiral Lids
How To:
A 16 oz. sour cream container lid (or bigger) is the perfect size.
The lid can be colored in cool colors before you cut it out. (Sharpies or other permanent markers)
Cut the lip off the lid.
Cut the lid into a spiral. When you get to the center, stop and leave a 1” solid center. Take a hole punch
and punch a hole in the center.
Optional: poke a shower curtain ring through the hole and close it. These will hang off the kennel doors
for the cats to play with.

